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Abstra t

We propose an approa h to hannel allo ation in
wireless TDMA systems aimed at a ommodating
sessions with diverse QoS requirements. The idea
of our proposed solution an be stressed in two
points: 1. every session re eives a single slot within
the frame, the size of this slot being tailored to the
session's bandwidth requirements (with the granularity of one ATM ell); 2. bandwidth s heduling
is delayed until the latest possible moment before
the frame is due. We demonstrate the feasibility,
robustness, and exibility of our approa h by illustrating its behavior on a syntheti load onsisting
of three traÆ types with di erent QoS expe tations.
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Introdu tion

With the rapid growth of personal networking,
the demand for non-voi e servi es in mobile environments has been growing mu h more rapidly
than those servi es ould be deployed|be ause of
bandwidth limitations and the restri tive nature
of traditional in exible solutions. New proto ols
for personal mobile ommuni ation must a ount
for the presen e of several di erent lasses of trafwith diverse QoS requirements, and make sure
that those lasses oexist within the framework of
limited bandwidth and exibility of the mobile environment.
We introdu e a new TDMA-based bandwidth allo ation s heme for mobile appli ations,
aimed at a ommodating ATM ells belonging
to traÆ streams with di erent QoS requirements. Whereas other TDMA-based proto ols
dis ussed in the literature (in luding PRMA [9℄,
DPRMA [6℄, C-PRMA [2℄, DRMA [11℄, DTDMA [7, 12℄, RAMA [1℄, and DQRUMA[10℄)
use xed-size slots within a frame and try to t
the o ered traÆ to that size, our proto ol ts
the slot size to the requirements of the mobile
station. This solution o ers better exibility of
bandwidth allo ation than traditional methods,

whi h dire tly translates into a lower overhead and
better ful llment of the QoS expe tations of the
diverse traÆ types o urring in modern appliations, in luding Personal Communi ation Systems.
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The TDMA model

We onsider a star shaped network onsisting of a
single base and a number of mobile stations. The
mobile stations do not ommuni ate dire tly with
ea h other. All traÆ in the network is arried
between the base station and the mobile stations.
The population of mobile stations may grow and
shrink; their traÆ patterns and bandwidth requirements may vary dynami ally.
With TDMA, the same uplink hannel is shared
by all mobile stations trying to transmit pa kets
to the base station, while the downlink hannel
is used ex lusively by the base station to send to
the mobile stations pa kets and ontrol information. The uplink hannel is organized into xedlength frames and time-divided among the multiple mobile stations that try to rea h the base at
the same time. Depending on the details of the
a ess proto ol, the frame may in lude additional
omponents, e.g., syn hronizing signals, a knowledgements, ontention slots.
All the proto ols mentioned in the introdu tion
operate within the above model. They divide every frame into a number of equal-length transmission slots and, possibly, a number of smaller
minislots used for a ess ontention. This approa h is eÆ ient if all the mobile stations have
the same traÆ patterns and bandwidth requirements. In a s enario with diverse appli ations involving VBR and data traÆ , some proto ols (e.g.,
D-TDMA and RAMA) have the exibility of assigning two or more transmission slots to one mobile station, however, there are two problems with
this solution. First, the granularity of bandwidth
assignment is onstrained by the slot size or, as in
DPRMA, by some multiples of slot size. Sin e the
slot length is usually tailored to eÆ iently a ommodate CBR traÆ (i.e., voi e), its length may
not t very well the requirements of non-CBR traf-

. Se ond, ea h slot requires a guard time at the
beginning and end equal to the maximum propagation delay a ross the ell, as well as a syn hronizing preamble pre eding the a tual data. Therefore, if multiple slots are assigned to the same mobile in one frame, some bandwidth is wasted on
multiple guards within a de fa to single transmission unit. This overhead tends to in rease linearly
with the transmission rate and ell size.
All the TDMA proto ols mentioned in the introdu tion have a similar hannel stru ture. Time
on the uplink hannel is divided into frames, and
ea h frame is divided into a number of equal
length transmission slots and a number of possibly smaller minislots used for ontention resolution. This approa h is eÆ ient if all mobiles have
the same traÆ patterns and bandwidth requirements, e.g., as in a ellular voi e system. In a
s enario with diverse appli ations involving VBR
and data traÆ , some proto ols (e.g., D-TDMA
and RAMA) have the exibility to assign two or
more transmission slots to one mobile station, as
needed to satisfy its dynami bandwidth requirements. One problem with this solution is that
the granularity of bandwidth assignment is onstrained by the slot size or, as in DPRMA, by
some multiples of slot size. Sin e the slot length
is usually tailored to eÆ iently a ommodate one
traÆ type, i.e., voi e, it may not t very well the
requirements of non-CBR traÆ .
Even the exible s hemes that an allo ate multiple slots to a single sour e su er from a bandwidth wastage resulting from the fa t that ea h of
the multiple slots requires individual \framing."
This framing onsists of a guard time at the beginning and end of the slot equal to the maximum propagation delay a ross the ell, as well
as a syn hronizing preamble pre eding the a tual
data. Therefore, if multiple slots are assigned to
the same mobile in one frame, some bandwidth
is wasted on multiple slot boundaries within a de
fa to single transmission unit ( learly visible if the
multiple slots are adja ent, e.g., as in D-TDMA).
This overhead tends to in rease linearly with the
transmission rate and ell size.

lem with su h proto ols is that they admit the
possibility of a ollision when the voi e sour e resumes its talkspurt, and the station may lose its
reservation in su h a ase.
An alternative approa h is to keep the CBR
slot reserved for the entire duration of the a tual
voi e session, in luding the silent periods. This
approa h is more wasteful be ause the bandwidth
used to sustain a silent CBR session annot be
used for anything else. Unless the proto ol expli itly a ounts for the presen e of CBR sessions that
have temporarily be ome silent (and treats them
in a spe ial way), the hoi e between the two options need not belong to the proto ol spe i ation.
To be able to reuse the bandwidth temporarily
relaxed by a silent CBR session, in a way that will
make that bandwidth available at the next burst,
the base station must re eive advan e noti ations
about the status of the urrent burst and be able
to a ommodate the new burst, preferably without
ex essive and nondeterministi ontention, when
it shows up. The on ept of piggyba king seems
to be an essential prerequisite for this apability.
For example, if the only way for the base station
to learn that the urrent burst has ended is to
re eive an empty CBR slot (like in PRMA or DTDMA), the empty slot is irreparably wasted. On
the other hand, in DQRUMA, as stations piggyba k their advan e bandwidth requirements onto
transmitted (full) slots, a CBR sour e an indi ate
that the burst is about to end early enough for its
next slot to be reassigned to another mobile.
This feature must be ombined with a way of
reverting a silent CBR session to its a tive state
at the beginning of the next burst. Although the
bandwidth s heduler at the base station an freely
preempt less important sessions to make room for
the new burst, it must be able to learn that the
silent session has be ome a tive. Ideally, the mobile should keep a tiny portion of its original bandwidth while in the silent state|just enough to be
able to \piggyba k" the new status of its session.
With the rigid organization of the frame (where
bandwidth omes in xed-size slots) this approa h
is not feasilble.

2.1 Silent periods in CBR traÆ
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Voi e traÆ , whi h is the most ommon representative of the CBR lass, is known to be intermittent with a duty fa tor of approximately
3/8 [8℄. Some TDMA proto ols assume that individual talkspurts in a CBR session are separate \sessions", whi h have to individually request
bandwidth as they o ur. With this approa h, it
may be possible to transmit non-CBR traÆ during silent periods of a CBR session [4℄. One prob-

DS-TDMA/CP

Our proposed proto ol is dubbed DS-TDMA/CP,
for Dynami ally Slotted TDMA with Contention
Permission. Assume that the traÆ in the system
onsists of ATM ells. The frame length is xed
and set to oin ide with the pa ket arrival rate
of the CBR traÆ . The granularity of bandwidth
allo ation within a frame is one ATM ell.
The frame is dynami ally divided into two se -

tions. The rst ( ontention) se tion onsists of
a sequen e of minislots. The se ond (transmission) se tion is partitioned into a number of
variable-length transmission slots. An a ess request pa ket sent by a mobile in a minislot inludes the servi e type, the mobile ID, the requested length of the transmission slot, and the
deadline for the request.
The sequen e of ATM ells transmitted by a mobile within its slot starts with a slot header, whi h
is used to piggyba k the station's further requirements for bandwidth. In parti ular, if the station
has been transmitting CBR pa kets and its burst
has run out, it will indi ate in the slot header that
its slot should be released in the next frame. Similarly, a station sending VBR traÆ will indi ate
in the slot header the requested size of the next
slot and the due date for this request.

3.1 Contention resolution

The ontention resolution part of DS-TDMA/CP
an be implemented independently of the remaining elements of the proto ol. For simpli ity, we
opt here for a variant of slotted ALOHA inspired
by [5, 10℄. When a mobile station is ready to issue
a request, it randomly sele ts a ontention minislot and transmits the reservation pa ket. If the
request makes it to the base station, the mobile
will hear a s heduling message with its own ID
on the downlink hannel. If this doesn't happen
within the urrent frame, the station will assume
that a ollision has o urred and make another try
in the next frame with the probability
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where P is the retransmission probability used
for the previous request (set to 1 for the rst attempt), Sn is the total number of ontention minislots available in the up oming frame, and S
is the number of ontention minislots in the last
frame. This algorithm resembles the \harmoni "
ba ko des ribed in [4, 10℄, and additionally a ounts for the dynami stru ture of the ontention
se tion.1 Thus, if the number of ontention minislots in the up oming frame is redu ed, the retransmission probability will de rease faster than
with the straightforward harmoni algorithm. On
the other hand, when more ontention minislots
be ome available, the retransmission probability
will de rease by less or, possibly, in rease.
Other ollision resolution proto ols, e.g., deterministi ones based on the Binary Tree Al1 Our ba ko fun tion redu es to the harmoni ba ko ,
if the length of the ontention se tion remains xed a ross
frames.

gorithm [3, 10℄, may be good alternatives to
ALOHA. Although the performan e of DSTDMA/CP may vary depending on the ollision
resolution s heme used, the proto ol may still be
ompared with other similar solutions, as long
as they all use similar methods of resolving ontention. Besides, as other ollision resolution
s hemes are more deterministi (and o er lower
delays) than ALOHA, the ALOHA-based version
of DS-TDMA/CP an be viewed as the worst ase.

3.2 Transmission s heduling
We onsider the following traÆ lasses (in the dereasing order of their priorities): CBR, RT-VBR,
NRT-VBR, ABR, UBR. These lasses are indexed
by numbers from 0 (CBR) to 4 (UBR). Ea h of
them has its spe i QoS requirements; therefore,
the a ess requests arriving at the base station are
stored in di erent queues dire tly orresponding
to the traÆ lasses. Requests in ea h queue are
stored (and pro essed) in the nonde reasing order
of their deadlines. The s heduler examines the request queues in the order of their priorities. While
doing this, the s heduler generates s heduling messages, one message per ea h request that has been
granted.
New requests, i.e., ones that arrive in ontention
minislots, are always a knowledged, even if they
annot be granted immediately. In response to
su h a request, the s heduler sends a s heduling
message with zero slot length. This way the mobile will know that its request has made it to the
base, and it will not have to be re-issued until its
due date. A request that annot be ful lled by its
due date is dropped by the base station.
A non-CBR sour e that annot nish its transmission in the urrent frame (whi h fa t is signaled by a piggyba ked request in the header of
the urrently transmitted slot) is put ba k into
the orresponding a ess request queue. On the
other hand, on e a CBR sour e is admitted by the
s heduler, it will be re eiving a guaranteed slot in
subsequent frames until the end of its session. Although in prin iple the size of this slot is xed, it
may temporary shrink to the bare header during
silent periods.
The amount of time available to the s heduler
to omplete its task is limited by the size of the
last slot in the urrent frame. To make a good use
of this limited time, the s heduler broad asts the
layout pa ket on-the- y, while it is performing the
bandwidth allo ation. Whenever a slot spa e is
assigned to a mobile, the s heduler emits a short
message identifying the mobile and spe ifying the
size of the allo ated slot as a number of ATM ells.
The allo ation loop of the s heduler an be exited

in one of two ways. First, it may happen that
all the available bandwidth has been allo ated or
there are no more pending requests. Se ond, an
internal timer may go o indi ating that the s heduler must nish immediately be ause the frame is
due. Intentionally, the se ond ase should o ur
very seldom and possibly never. We admit it beause the proto ol an operate sensibly in su h irumstan es.2 The worst that an happen is that
some (low-priority) requests may not be ful lled,
even if enough bandwidth remains available.
Following the bandwidth allo ation stage, the
s heduler broad asts to the mobile stations the
number of minislots in the next frame and the ontention permission ags (CPF) indi ating whi h
traÆ lasses are allowed to ontend for bandwidth. The role of CPF is to sele tively restrain
traÆ lasses when the bandwidth is s ar e.

The s heduling algorithm
We assume the following notation for the onstants and variables used by the algorithm:
Constants: B {the total amount of bandwidth
available in an empty frame; Bu {the amount of
bandwidth needed to sustain a silent CBR session (i.e., the bare slot header); Bs {the amount
of bandwidth needed for one ontention minislot;
Cmax {the maximum index of a traÆ
lass; Smax {
the maximum number of minislots in a frame; Bv {
an array indexed by traÆ lasses indi ating the
(average) amount of bandwidth3 needed by a session in a given lass; Sin r {an array indexed by
traÆ lasses used to determine the number of extra minislots to be in luded in the ontention se tion of the next frame.
Variables: S {the al ulated number of minislots in the up oming frame; CPF{the al ulated
setting of the ontention permission ags; Bq {
the amount of bandwidth temporarily released by
silent CBR sessions; Ba {the al ulated amount of
bandwidth still available within the frame; Basg {
an array indexed by traÆ lasses indi ating how
mu h bandwidth has been allo ated to the given
traÆ lass.
The algorithm

1. Set
B

S

:=

0,

asg [0; : : : ; Cmax ℄

Ba
:= B , Bq := 0,
:= 0, CPF[0; : : : ; Cmax ℄ := 1.

2. For all CBR sessions in progress, and then for all
pending CBR requets, perform steps 3 through
5, with Mr indi ating the mobile sour e.
2 This means that lower- ost hardware an be used if
needed, e.g., be ause of budgetary onstraints.
3 Note that for the CBR lass, this value is exa t.

3. If there are no more requests to pro ess, pro eed
to 6. If B Basg [0℄  Bv [0℄, pro eed to 4. Otherwise, if the request arrived in the last frame, issue
the s heduling message < Mr ; 0 >. Continue at
3 for the next request.
4. If the session is urrently silent, set Bq := Bq +
(Bv [0℄ Bu ), Br := Bu ; else set Br := Bv [0℄.
Set Ba := Ba Br and Basg [0℄ := Basg [0℄+ Bv [0℄.
5. Transmit the s heduling message < Mr ; Br >
and ontinue at 3 for the next CBR session or
request.
6. If B Basg [0℄ < Bv [0℄, set CPF[0℄ = 0. Otherwise, set Sr = b(B Basg [0℄)=Bv [0℄ , Ba :=
Ba
Sr  Bs , S := S + Sr .
7. Pro ess the remaining traÆ queues a ording to
their priorities. For ea h request, perform steps
8 through 12, with Mr indi ating the the mobile
sour e that issued the request, Cr indi ating the
traÆ lass, Br indi ating the requested bandwidth.
8. If the internal timer went o (the frame is due),
ontinue at 13.
9. If there are more requests in the urrent lass Cr ,
pro eed to 10. Otherwise, if Ba + Basg [Cr ℄ <
Bv [Cr ℄, set CPF[Cr ℄ = 0. If Cr = Cmax , pro eed
to 13. Otherwise, ontinue at 8 with Cr := Cr +1.
10. If Cr > 1, al ulate the number of additional ontention minislots to be in luded in
the frame: Sr = b(Basg [Cr ℄ + Br )=Sin r [Cr ℄
bBasg [Cr ℄=Sin r [Cr ℄ , and the resulting frame
spa e requested: Bd := Br + Sr Bs .
11. If Bd > Ba , pro eed to 12. Otherwise, update
Basg [Cr ℄ := Basg [Cr ℄ + Br , Ba := Ba
Bd ,
S := S + Sr . Transmit the s heduling message
< Mr ; Br > and
ontinue at 8 for the next request.
12. Request denied. If this request arrived in the
last frame, transmit the s heduling message <
Mr ; 0 >. Continue at 8 for the next request.
13. Cal ulate the nal number of minislots: S :=
minfS + (Ba =Bs ); Smax g. Transmit < S; CPF >
and terminate.

The s heduling algorithm a ounts for the CBR
sessions in progress, whi h may temporarily beome silent and release some bandwidth. This extra bandwidth an be re y led by non-CBR traf, but it annot be allo ated to new CBR sessions. The s heduler makes sure that all admitted
CBR sessions an always be a ommodated into
the frame, even if they all be ome a tive simultaneously. Therefore, when a new CBR request
is being s heduled, the available bandwidth Ba is
de remented by Bq , i.e., the amount of bandwidth
temporarily released by the silent CBR sessions.
This extra bandwidth is in luded in Ba , and it
an be reused by other (non-CBR) sour es without problems, as they never make reservations for
more than one frame.

Note that although CBR traÆ preempts any
other traÆ lass at the bandwidth reservation
stage, other traÆ lasses may take advantage of
the silent periods within CBR sessions, whi h in
turn are unavailable to new CBR sessions. Therefore, assuming that the silent periods within CBR
sessions are bound to o ur, there will always be
some spare bandwidth available to lower priority
traÆ .
After all CBR requests have been pro essed
(step 6), the number of minislots in the new frame
is in remented by the number of additional CBR
requests that ould be a ommodated. If no more
CBR sessions ould be admitted, CPF[0℄ is leared
to inhibit new CBR requests. Owing to the short
due dates of CBR sessions and their relatively long
duration, it makes no sense to admit and store new
CBR requests if the sessions in progress have used
up the entire bandwidth.
When allo ating bandwidth to a non-CBR traflass, the s heduler in reases the number
of minislots in the frame proportionally to the
amount of bandwidth allo ated to the lass (step
10), to a ount for the fa t that there exist higher
priority lasses that should be allowed to ompete
for that bandwidth. This does not happen when
bandwidth is assigned to lass number 1 (RTVBR), be ause the extra minislots for the single
lass pre eding it (CBR) are handled separately
(in step 6).
The size of the ontention se tion is determined
by a simple heuristi s. We assume that we know
the average amount of bandwidth Bv [i℄ allo ated
to a session in lass i. Consider a situation in
whi h some bandwidth B is allo ated to an NRTVBR session ( lass number 2) From the viewpoint
of the RT-VBR lass, this bandwidth is available;
therefore, it makes sense to in rease the size of the
ontention se tion by B=Bv [1℄ minislots|to a ommodate that many new RT-VBR ontenders.
If the same amount of bandwidth B is allo ated
to a session in lass i > 2, we should a ount for
the fa t that there are several lasses onsidered
more important than i, and ea h of them has its
spe i average bandwidth requirements. Thus,
we use the following harmoni formula:
1
Sin r [i℄ = P
i 1 1 ; 2  i  Cmax
j=1 Bv [j℄
whi h has the intuitively desirable property that
Sin r [2℄ = Bv [1℄ and Sin r [i℄ < Sin r [i
1℄ for
2 < i  Cmax . Note that, instead of being onstants, the values Bv [i℄, 1  i  Cmax , an be
updated on the y, e.g., using an exponential averaging formula, depending on the measured a tual amount of bandwidth allo ated to sessions in
a given lass.

3.3 Pro essing at the mobile station
The information broad ast by the base station in
the frame announ ement pa ket must be onsistently prepro essed by the mobile stations. This
pro essing is straightforward and very inexpensive.
Consider a single sele ted mobile station re eiving the announ ement pa ket. The sequen e of
s heduling messages < Mr ; Br > arrives before
the number of minislots, so the station must wait
until the very end of the pa ket before it an know
the exa t positions of slots. As a matter of fa t,
the station does not are about the positions of
slots other than its own, whi h onsiderably simpli es the pro essing. The following algorithm lets
the station a quire this knowledge.

S heduling algorithm at the mobile

1. Set P := 0 (the urrent position within the
frame), Ps := 1 (the position of your slot),
Bmax := 0 (the maximum length of a slot seen
so far).
2. For all subsequent s heduling messages <
Mr ; Br >, perform steps 3 through 5, and when
done pro eed to 6.
3. If Mr indi ates this station, set Ps := P , Bs :=
Br .
4. If Br > Bmax , set Bmax := Br , Pmax := P .
5. Set P := P + Br and ontinue for the next
s heduling message.
6. Read < S; CPF > and al ulate Pm = S  Bs ,
where Bs is the amount of frame spa e needed
for one minislot. Pm determines the length of
the ontention se tion.
7. If Ps = 1, terminate. No bandwidth has been
allo ated to this station. If the request was previously a epted (see step 8), the station must ontinue waiting until the due date and reissue the
request if it isn't a epted by then. Otherwise, if
the request was issued in the previous frame, it
didn't make it to the base and must be reissued
as soon as possible.
8. If Bs = 0, terminate. The request has made it to
the base, but it hasn't been granted in this frame.
9. The longest slot is moved to the end. If Ps >
Pmax , set Ps := Ps
Bmax ; else if Ps = Pmax ,
set Ps := P Bmax .
10. O set the slot pointer by the amount of spa e
used by the minislots: Ps := Ps + Pm .

If all mobile stations exe ute the same algorithm, they will all ome up with the same layout of the new frame, in luding the lo ation of the
longest slot, whi h is impli itly moved to the very
end of the frame.

3.4 S heduling UBR traÆ
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VBR_C0.8
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For a traÆ lass other than UBR, the requested
bandwidth spe i ed by the sour e in its request

4

Sample results

Figure 1 best illustrates the behavior of our proto ol regarding the oexisten e of traÆ patterns
with di erent priorities. For larity, we only onsider three traÆ lasses: CBR, VBR, and UBR.
The gure shows the fra tion of the network's effe tive bandwidth used by ea h of the three traÆ
lasses under in reasing load onditions. The load
fa tor of 0.8 indi ates the average fra tion of all
mobiles (their total population is marked on the
x-axis) involved in traÆ sessions of the indi ated
type.
When the population of mobiles is small, there
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pa ket is treated by the s heduler as the exa t
amount to be allo ated. The s heduler assumes
that a UBR sour e an sensibly use any bandwidth whatsoever, and the spe i ation arriving
in the request pa ket is viewed as the maximum.
Several fair s heduling strategies for UBR traÆ
are possible. With the simplest strategy, the outstanding UBR requests are pro essed in a roundrobin fashion, and ea h of them re eives as mu h
bandwidth as available within the urrently s heduled frame, up to the requested maximum. This
approa h, dubbed the least e ort poli y (LEP),
minimizes the fragmentation of UBR pa kets into
slots, and thus maximizes the throughput, but inurs the longest delays. Depending on the nature
of the UBR appli ations, and the number of a tive UBR mobiles, this delay may be a eptable
or not.
On the other end of the spe trum is the maximum population poli y (MPP), whi h maximizes
the number of mobiles that an be servi ed within
one frame. With this approa h, UBR slots will
tend to be shorter (in urring more bandwidth
overhead), but the delays per eived by individual
users will be shorter as well.
The entire spe trum an be des ribed by a single
poli y parameterized by the preferred granularity
of bandwidth allo ation denoted by Gubr . The
idea is to allo ate the UBR bandwidth in hunks
of Gubr ells, up to the amount requested by the
sour e. Any leftovers are rst spread among the
sour es that have already re eived bandwidth (but
still need more), and then assigned to the remaining stations with the granularity as lose to Gubr
as possible. If Gubr = 1, the resulting poli y is
LEP, if Gubr = Bmin , where Bmin orresponds to
the amount of bandwidth needed to a ommodate
a single ATM ell, we get MPP.
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Figure 1:
TDMA/CP.

Bandwidth utilization in DS-

is enough bandwidth to a ommodate all sessions
without preemption. Then, the relative positions
of the urves indi ate the individual ontributions
of the three traÆ types to the total o ered load.4
When the load rea hes a ertain threshold (about
88% apa ity), the servi e re eived by UBR sessions begins to de line|to make room for CBR
and VBR traÆ . Note, however, that the system does not provide its maximum apa ity at this
point. Be ause all VBR and CBR sessions are satis ed, some bandwidth is set aside for additional
ontention minislots. This mode of operation is
sustained for as long as all VBR requests are still
satis ed. Having a higher priority than UBR requests, they are rst to reuse the silent periods in
the admitted CBR sessions. The system rea hes
its maximum apa ity around 25 mobiles, when
some VBR sessions begin to be reje ted.
The amount of CBR traÆ a ommodated by
the network in reases with the load until its spei saturation threshold. The other two lasses
yield to CBR, with UBR additionally yielding
to VBR, although neither of them dies out. In
fa t, VBR stabilizes at a level that is onsiderably
higher than the saturation threshold of CBR. This
is be ause CBR traÆ is in apable of using more
than a ertain fra tion of the entire useful bandwidth, roughly equal to lt =(lt + ls ), where lt and ls
are the average lengths of the talkspurt and silen e
periods. Similarly, UBR traÆ is not ompletely
eliminated by VBR. This is be ause VBR pa kets
have mu h stri ter bandwidth requirements than
UBR pa kets, whi h an use pra ti ally any leftovers. Thus there is always some bandwidth unusable by VBR sour es but still allo atable to the
less pi ky UBR sessions.
In our numerous experiments, not reported in
4 As the traÆ generation pro esses are not memoryless, it is impossible to maintain spe i
xed proportions
of o ered load.

Proto ol

CBR = 32kbps

CBR = 64kbps

C

V

U

C

V

U

9.9

7.1

5.1

10.7

6.8

4.8

D-TDMA

15.2

15.2

15.2

17.7

16.3

15.2

D-TDMA*

39.5

24.6

24.6

41.9

31.9

30.9

DQRUMA

17.4

17.4

17.4

17.4

17.4

17.4

DS-TDMA/CP

Table 1: Bandwidth overhead per entage
this paper, we have ompared the performan e
of our proto ol with other TDMA solutions, notably D-TDMA, and DQRUMA. DS-TDMA/CP
turns out to be onsistently superior in handling
prioritized traÆ , and shows onsiderably better
responsiveness to hanging onditions in the network.
Table 1 ompares the bandwidth overhead for
three proto ols under three traÆ mixes (C{
predominantly CBR, V{predominantly VBR, U{
predominantly UBR) and and two CBR rates
( onstraining the frame size). The row labeled
D-TDMA* in ludes the overhead aused by the
silent periods in CBR traÆ , whi h are unusable
in D-TDMA. The overhead is al ulated as the
per entage of bandwidth of the uplink hannel not
used to transmit any data bits.
5

Con lusions

The TDMA proto ol introdu ed in this paper offers di erentiated quality of servi e to multiple
traÆ lasses demanded by ontemporary mobile
appli ations. Owing to the variable and exible
slot size, our proto ol in urs a lower bandwidth
overhead than other solutions based on xed size
slots, espe ially when CBR traÆ is not the dominant load in the network. By deferring s heduling
de isions until the last possible moment and improving ontention opportunities under light load,
the proposed s heme is highly responsive to rapid
hanges in the traÆ pattern. This feature also
makes it possible to identify and reuse silent periods in voi e sessions to a ommodate other traÆ ,
without for ing the voi e sessions to ontend for
bandwidth again at the beginning of a new talkspurt.
One problem with our proposed solution is the
relatively high demand on pro essing power at the
base station. Although this demand appears to
be well within the rea h of ontemporary hardware, its exa t magnitude and dependen e on
the parameters of the network should be investigated and quanti ed. The implementation of
the s heduling algorithm at the base station deserves some studies as well. These issues will be
addressed in further resear h.
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